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PAGE 2: CAMPAIGN INFORMATION

Q1: Candidate Name

Terry Goddard

Q2: Party Affiliation

Democrat

Q3: Campaign Website

www.TerryGoddard.com

Q4: Phone Number

480.351.4775

Q5: Email Address

info@terrygoddard.com

PAGE 3: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Q6: Have you ever been involved in any animal
protection issues?

YES,

Q7: Do you have, or have you had in the past, any
companion animals that have had an impact on
you?

YES,

Comments
I publicly supported Arizona ballot proposition
banning steel jaw traps.
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Comments
All of them - animals have always been part of my
life from childhood on. But if I had to choose one
in particular it would be a stray Sheppard mix
named Rambunctious. A smart wonderful loyal
companion.
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Q8: Do you financially or philosophically support
any local or national animal protection
organizations?

YES,
If so, which ones?
YES. I believe in animal rights. Locally I have
supported Feathers Foundation whose work
includes bird, dog and horse rescue. I was active
and part of the advisory board for Liberty Wildlife
Foundation. Also I was pleased to recently be part
of the kickoff for Pima County's Prop 415 -- Pets
Are Worth Saving (PAWS) campaign in support of
a new county animal care facility.

PAGE 4: CITIZEN INITIATIVE PROCESS AND ANIMAL PROTECTION

YES

Q9: Do you support Arizona’s public initiative
process?

Q10: If YES, what steps would you take to protect our public initiative process?
My opponent wrote and pushed through the legislature, HB 2305, the bill you are referring to. I oppose
unnecessary increases to the number of signatures citizen initiatives need to collect. As Secretary of State, I
would fight for common sense election reforms that put citizens, not lobbyists, first.
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